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SELECTED PHOTOGRAPHY WORK

MAKE CITY
2015, Berlin
Make City Festival / Make_Shift gGmbH (c) Verónica De León Hernández
On June 2015 I had the opportunity to collaborate on the Make City Festival in Berlin
documenting some of the events.
MAKE CITY is Berlin’s first festival for architecture and urban alternatives, bringing together architects, planners, civic
groups and developers in a citywide conversation on thinking and making city differently.

Women Co-housing

Pre-Fab Revisted

3x grün

Neue italianissche Architektur

Symposium Verflechtungen: Planen und bauen im Berlin der 1960er-Jahre @ Berlinische Galerie

CANARY ISLANDS
2015, Berlin
Vertical landscape photos that collects the nature variety from Gran Canaria, an island that belongs to Spain but
that is very near to the African continent. This island is known to have a mysterious atmosphere and it is supposed
to be filled with magical energy.
The variety of landscapes is overwhelming. Desert and sea turn into one, big waves encounter all kinds of rocks and
stones, and lakes and rivers delineate enormous mountains.

ISLA MARGARITA
2015, Nueva Esparta
Margarita is the venezuelan island in the caribbean where I grew up.
These vertical landscape photos are a collection from warm views I had on different rides around La Isla. I guess
one of the vantages of being in a island is that no matter how long you drive, at certain point you will always arrive
to the sea.

BELLA VISTA
2015, Nueva Esparta
Bella Vista is the area inside Margarita Island where I lived for some good childhood and teenager years. I have to
admit I didn’t remember it to be this colorful and beautiful.
Here is a collections of some of the breathtaking moments I lived on my last stay there. It was incredible to have this
beach just 5 minutes away from my bed.

BELLA VISTA VIDEO
2016, Berlin
Bella Vista is the name of a humble fisherman area in the southeast coast of Isla Margarita. In this area of the island
I lived and grew up with my parents and my two siblings. Living on a 7th floor apartment in a building located almost
at the middle of Bella Vista Beach, gave us an ample view of the Guaraguao’s Bay. Here we were able to see the sea
everyday just by looking through any of the windows pointing south or by walking through the terraces.

Last summer I spent almost 3 months there, at home. Since the first day I arrived, contemplating the view was a
daily activity. Every day I was blown away by the rich color tones and the happy-local-fisherman vibe that I was able
to relax my mind and let go of my thoughts.
Beautiful view is the translation for Bella Vista.
In Bella Vista every day begins with the rise of the sun as the fisherman (pescadores) prepare and start their boats
(peñeros) for the early morning round. As the sky turns blue, the beach would also get filled by locals who enjoy the
beach, the sun, and the palms. This, however, won’t stop the pescadores to carry on with their fishing activities, or
the peñeros from coming and going until the sun goes down again.
This video is to my family, my mom, dad, brother and sister; my favorite people.
They are the only ones with whom I could share exactly what I feel when I see these scenes, because the five of us
will always have an indestructible connection.
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Watch bella vista video here:
 http://www.veronicadeleon.de/portfolio/bella-vista-video/

VIDEO STILLS

BERLIN STREET YOGA
2016, Berlin
This project is still growing and more images will be add in the future
Berlin Street Yoga is a project Jule Kuehner and me developed to attract attention for mindfulness and focus. I followed
 Yoga by Jules while practicing yoga within Berlin streets.

